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Press Release – Council Amalgamations (22 October 2014) 
 
This media statement is in response to the State Government’s release of the Local Government 
Advisory Board’s (“LGAB’s”) recommendations on changes to local authority boundaries. 
 
To our dismay and outrage the LGAB has recommended that most of Mount Lawley, part of Menora 
and all of Inglewood are to be excised from the City of Stirling (“Stirling”) and moved to an expanded 
City of Bayswater (“Bayswater”). This is the worst possible outcome for the residents of these 
heritage suburbs. 
 
It remains the Society’s position, as it has been throughout the duration of our campaign, to support 
no change in local government boundaries for Mount Lawley, Menora and Inglewood.  The community 
came out in force at three public rallies, and via petitions, to demonstrate to the State Government 
that local communities do matter and have a voice that should be heard.  Clearly the views of the 
community have clearly not been taken into consideration by the LGAB or in the State Government’s 
initial response. 
 
We believe that Stirling has the most effective heritage protection regime in place of any Council in 
Australia, with Bayswater’s existing approach being fundamentally flawed.  Stirling has enshrined the 
Heritage Protection Area concept for Mount Lawley, Menora and Inglewood in its Local Planning 
Scheme.  This provides highly effective protection for ALL BUILDINGS (commercial and residential) built 
before 1960.  New development must also conform to Character Retention Guidelines.  This would 
significantly diminish if Bayswater’s current system were to be applied.  This is not a flippant 
statement; rather a conclusion based on a detailed critique of Bayswater’s current heritage protection 
policies, which falls well short of what is required.   
 
We are fortunate to have in Mount Lawley, Menora and Inglewood the legacy of three of the best 
preserved heritage precincts in Australia.  This did not happen by accident, and is the result of decades 
of hard work by the Mount Lawley Society, the community, and Stirling.  This cannot be replicated 
overnight as it takes time to build a culture of heritage protection within a local authority.  These 
suburbs must remain with Stirling to ensure that the areas’ aesthetic and historical significance are 
bestowed for future generations.  
 
We implore our local member the Hon Michael Sutherland MLA, and the City of Stirling, to call upon 
the Minister for Local Government (the Hon Tony Simpson MLA) to urgently reject the LGAB’s 
recommendation pertaining to Mount Lawley, Menora and Inglewood. 
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